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10. The mean king’s problem

A ship-wrecked physicist gets stranded on a far-away island that is ruled by a mean
king who loves cats and hates physicists since the day when he first heard what happened
to Schrödinger’s cat. A similar fate is awaiting the stranded physicist. Yet, mean as he is,
the king enjoys defeating physicists on their own turf, and therefore he maliciously offers
an apparently virtual chance of rescue.

He takes the physicist to the royal laboratory, a splendid place where experiments
of any kind can be performed perfectly. There the king invites the physicist to prepare a
certain silver atom in any state she likes. The king’s men will then measure one of the three
cartesian spin components of this atom — they’ll either measure σx, σy, or σz without,
however, telling the physicist which one of these measurements is actually done. Then it is
again the physicist’s turn, and she can perform any experiment of her choosing. Only after
she’s finished with it, the king will tell her which spin component had been measured by
his men. To save her neck, the physicist must then state correctly the measurement result
that the king’s men had obtained.

Much to the king’s frustration, the physicist rises to the challenge — and not just by
sheer luck: She gets the right answer any time the whole procedure is repeated. How does
she do it?
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(a) Describe a simple strategy, using only one qubit, that the gives the physicist a success probability
of 5/6.

(b) Show that the following strategy always succeeds: The physicist prepares two particles in the
Bell state |ψ〉 = (|00〉+ |11〉)/
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11. The six state protocol

The six state protocol is a modification of BB84 where Alice and Bob choose randomly between the
eigenbases of σx, σy and σz (while in the original BB84 they use only σx and σz).

(a) How long is the sifted key (that is, the key after Alice and Bob have discarded all instances
where they used different bases) as a fraction of the number of qubits sent from Alice to Bob?

(b) What is the fraction of errors in the sifted key introduced by Eve, who uses a simple intercept-
resend strategy?


